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NEW
MUSIC
By Jim Gellatly

Watch a video of the band
at thescottishsun.co.uk

AMY LOU
WHO: Amy Lou (vocals/guitar), Jakob Archibald
(guitar), John James Huskie (bass), Joe Kane
(drums). 
WHERE: Dunfermline.
FOR FANS OF: Blondie, Pale Waves, Haim.
JIM SAYS: Amy Lou had been performing solo
since she was 13, but last year was the game-
changer. She was on the verge of packing it in
when she got together with the boys. 

The 19-year-old said: “I wasn’t really getting the
most out of what I was doing with my solo material.
I started jamming some of my original stuff with
Joe and Jake. 

“They were in different bands at
the time. We started playing gigs
and recording then adopted John
to complete the unit. Since then
we’ve hit the ground running.” 

They certainly have. The first
fruits was the incredible Chania,
one of my top songs of last year. A
reworked version of her earlier
acoustic number Chania Twayne,
it was transformed into an indie
rock stomper.

She said: “Chania can be your
classic indie break-up song or it

can also be about Canadian singer songwriter
Shania Twain...you decide really.” 

There’s also a double meaning to the latest sin-
gle Fiat Five Hunner, another song that appeared
on her lo-fi solo EP Star Wars Tattoo And Other Sto-
ries. Amy Lou explained: “It majorly focuses on how
a relationship can build you but can also destroy

you. It’s lyrically my favourite song
we play. It’s filled with tongue-in-
cheek lines, and the recording
captures the intensity of how we
play it perfectly.” I’ll never look at a
Fiat 500 in the same way!

Amy Lou proved with her solo
material that she has a way with
words, but the recordings with the
band take the songs to a new
level. She continued: “A lot of the

songs we play have come from lyrics or poems I’ve
been working on a lot. I like to think songwriting is
my craft, whereas the boys are the backbone and
build the groove around us.”

While these songs go down the indie rock route,
the Fife teenagers don’t tie themselves to any style.

Amy Lou added: “From playing solo gigs to play-
ing as a band, it’s developed massively. The four of
us have amazingly different tastes and you can
really hear the variety in the way we play.”

The band recently hooked up with Vadana
Records. The label is run by music business stu-
dents at Perth College UHI and bassist John is part
of the team. Amy Lou said: “We’ve got some tasty
new songs coming out in the next few months. 

“We’re also venturing down to England for the
first time this year. I have a very broad accent and
I’m really concerned no one south of the border will
understand me!”

That won’t be an issue when they play a home-
town gig at PJ Molloys on January 26. You can also
catch Amy Lou supporting Edinburgh indie-pop-
sters Indigo Velvet on February 23. They also head-
line at Sneaky Pete’s in the capital on March 7. 
MORE: facebook.com/himynamesamylou
lJIM presents a weekly showcase of New Music
on Amazing Radio, Sundays 2-4pm.

amazingradio.com
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Override: Mech City Brawl
Xbox One and PS4 £19.99
IMAGINE the carnage you could cause if you 
were a huge robot. Then imagine the fun if you 
could fight other huge robots and a big monster.

Step forward Override: Mech City Brawl and 
enjoy the ride.

Developers The Balance Inc have crafted an 
interesting take on the fight formula — each
trigger controls a limb of these hulking giants.

You get the standard modes from ranked
battles to 1v1 and arcade single player
campaign. You get a choice of 12 
mechs for a lightweight tale that 
sees you travel the globe fighting 
giant bugs or defending locations.

The text-based story feels a little
cheap and you never really grow 
too attached to the characters.

The highlight is that control
system — it adds weight to your 
attacks. There are plenty of moves and each 
fighter has four “specials” controlled by a bar 
system. Multiplayer is where the fun is — go full 
Pacific Rim and control the same mech. Each 
player takes a limb. It is a fun gimmick.

The cartoon vibe is good and there is a decent
level of detail in the battles. However, everything 
around the game feels a bit low-budget.

It does lack polish but it is over the top. It is 
fun. It fulfils that Saturday morning dream box.

HHHú
STUART CULLEN

Donut County
Xbox One, PS4, Switch, PC and Mobile £10.74
GAMING lets you rule worlds, win titles, fight 
monsters . . . and, now, be a HOLE.

You are a hole that eats anything and
everything. This is an indie game with bags of 
charm and joy. It is a chill-out sensation — a 
five-year labour of love from Ben Esposito.

It follows the lives of the people and animals
in Donut Country and it is weird, but stick in 
there and the tale comes good in the end with 
a really touching core message.

The gameplay is fun and puzzle-driven. You
start off as a small hole, but grow as you eat 
more. There is a very basic art style with a 
strong pastel palette, and the soundtrack — 
although a touch random — is outstanding.

Gripes? A bit short, clocking in at just under
the two-hour mark. A few more levels would 
have been welcome.

It’s odd and tough to categorise, but there is
no denying that it is fun. And you can say that 
you have been a hole. If that floats your boat.

HHHH
STUART CULLEN

EXCLUSIVE
by MATT BENDORIS

A BRASS band were left
winded after wrestling
legend Ric Flair trum-
peted their wacky
video tribute to him.

Tom McGuire & The
Brassholes recorded a
hilarious song which is
named after the US ring
king.

And the 69-year-old grappler
liked it so much he retweeted
their promo vid to his one
million followers before invit-
ing the group to play at his
daughter’s WEDDING.

Lead singer Tom says: “It
was incredible enough when
Ric liked our video — but
being invited to his family’s
wedding was mind-blowing.”

The group were formed on
the streets of Glasgow five
years ago when they started
busking for tourists during the
Commonwealth Games.

Former bike messenger Tom
says: “We came together spon-
taneously as there were four of
us playing in the street.

“Then some brass players we
didn’t know were walking past
and asked if they could join
in. We said of course and they
ended up in the band as well
as firm friends.”

He adds: “People then kept
asking us what was the name
of our band and we said we
weren’t really a band yet.

“Then one day someone
joked ‘We’re Tom McGuire
And The Brassholes’.

However the cheeky
name does have its
drawbacks.

The 32-year-old from
Glasgow explains: “It
has caused us one or
two problems.

“When I was trying to
post adverts for us on
Facebook it
automat-
ically 
flags 

up as profanity. So you have to
appeal that to get through.

“It is a cheeky name but it
kind of alludes to our sort of
punk rock background.
Although we’re playing funk/
jazz our energy is more like a
hard punk rock band.”

The band has eight perma-
nent members, which swells to
12 for their live shows.

But they really made
their mark when they

turned their atten-
tion to wrestling
with their Ric
Flair song that
contains the lyr-
ics: “Who’s that
sitting over there
with his plati-
num hair?”

Tom says: “We
wanted to do a

classic pop video
with a big group

dance idea like
Michael

Jack-

son’s Thriller. We filmed it
under the M8 motorway at
Cowcaddens in Glasgow.

“It was such a sunny day
that people thought it was
filmed in Los Angeles.”

He adds: “It only took a few
days before the wrestling com-
munity really seemed to
embrace it.

“Some thought we were tak-
ing the mickey a bit, but the
song and the video came from
nothing but respect.

“There’s a certain nostalgia
for me because when I was a
wee guy I had a box of WWF
toys and Ric was one of them.”

And they eventually caught
the attention of Ric — nick-
named The Nature Boy — after
the video was spotted by the
US star’s future son-in-law
Conrad Thompson. 

Tom says: “Conrad runs a
wrestling podcast and he
played the song and inter-
viewed us. It turned out he
was about to get married to

Ric’s daughter Megan. He then
told us Ric had seen it and
loved it, then a few days later
Ric retweeted it with a lovely
comment.

“They then wanted us to go
over to Georgia to play at
their wedding. They even went
as far as pricing flights for all
of us. But sadly we only had
two weeks’ notice so there
wasn’t enough time to get our
US working visas sorted out.

“We also had another con-
tractual obligation on the day
of the wedding.”

And while a pal called Kev
plays ‘Ric’ in their video, Tom
now dreams of one day meet-
ing the ring legend.

He adds: “Ric likes to have
fun and he saw we had a
good time making our video.”
l TOM McGuire & The Brassholes’
self-titled debut album is out now.
They play Glasgow’s QMU on
February 3 as part of Celtic
Connections.

matt.bendoris@the-sun.co.uk
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Ric loved our 
bold as Brass
video tribute

RING CALL . . . 
band and, left, 

music video that
caused storm 

on social media

RESPECT . . . grappler Ric
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AT last
— Bandai

Namco is releas-
ing the Dark Souls 
Trilogy on PS4 and 

Xbox One on March 1.
The bundle includes
the three titles and 

most of the DLC. It’s
a one-stop Soul

shop.

1 New Super Mario Bros.
U Deluxe
2 FIFA 19

3 Red Dead Redemption 2
4 Call Of Duty:
Black Ops 4

5 Super Smash
Bros. Ultimate

lBATTLEFIELD treat alert:
the second major 

update, Lightning Strikes, has 
landed.

You get a host of features 
from maps and modes to new 
vehicles and weapons.

Squad Conquest is a new 
8v8 version of Conquest and 
fan fave Rush is back. 

The update also paves the
way for a new co-op mode 
called Combined Arms in 
February. 

New toys include the 
Zk-383 sub-machine gun, 
Modele 1944 semi-automatic 
rifle and M1922 MMG.

Excited? Well, the third 
update in March is Trial By 
Fire. It will probably be the 
biggest as it adds battle roy-
ale mode Firestorm. 

Oh, and you get tractors. 
Get in there.

lFICTIVE Studios and
Mad About Pandas have

released Forever Forest for 
the Switch. 

It’s a tale of a world
corrupted by magical and
mysterious masks, with 
humans wanting to conquer 
the Wyld Ore forest but
unwittingly spreading
darkness and decay.

It’s a bit like a dark Disney 
tale. 

But, fear not, you take con-
trol of the “child of the forest” 
and try to bring light back to 
the world and restore balance 
to the forest.

It’s a mix of survival, action
and role-playing and looks 
stunning.

Forever Forest is
exclusively on the Switch and 
is available now for £12.99.

lPARTY time for Hitman
fans. Classic treats 

Blood Money and Absolution 
have been re-released for 
Xbox One and PS4 as part of 
an HD Enhanced Collection.

Both games now run at 4K
resolution, 60FPS and there 
have been a few tweaks to 
raise some of the gameplay 
up to Hitman 2 level.

Many fans reckon Blood 
Money is one of the best 
games in the series, with 
some iconic missions, while 
Absolution is the hidden gem. 
It mixed things up a bit and 
had 47 being the hunted, not 
the hunter, as he was on the 
run. Out now for £44.99.

ASTRO are celebrating the 10th anniversary of their A40
headset with an all-singing TR X version.

Cynics among you may suggest they are just A40s with a
paint job. Shame on you.

For starters, the box has been given a birthday makeover.
You also get an in-line cable with the mute button included as
well as a PC split cable.

It has the same quality build feel as the standard headset,
so you get customising options like speaker tags and ear
cushions with the magnets so it’s easy to swap or replace
them if you have an upgrade mod kit. Ditto
for the padded headband.

You get a birthday blue with red trim
colour scheme with a mix of plastic and
metal elements — and anniversary
themed speaker tags and mic.

The fit is great and they are very
comfortable and not too heavy, which is
ideal for longer gaming sessions. The ear
cushions are a nice size as well. There is a

good sound sphere and bass levels across the titles we
tested — Forza Horizon 4 and Black Ops 4.

However, you don’t get the Mix Amp. It would have been a
nice touch if that matched the colour scheme. Not having it
affects how much you can dial in the settings and levels to
your taste. The mic sound is crisp and clear when in party

chat though it doesn’t have a pop filler so
background bleed is a possibility.

You can use the A40 TR X across a
number of systems or just use them as a
set of headphones. That’s a bit radical
though, gamers.

We tested them on the Xbox One and
Switch and they never missed a beat. They
are a real birthday treat.

HHHHH 
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ASTRO A40 TR X 
PC and Mac (compatible with Xbox One, PS4 and Switch) £149.99

Mario flicks Switch

Astro headset out of this world 

New Super Mario Bros. U Deluxe
Switch £44.99

THE Switch is the jeweller for
the gaming world — picking
up a sackload of hidden
gems.

Nintendo have not been slow
in polishing some titles which
might have slipped under the
radar on the Wii U.

They have had a new lease of life
and gamers are the winners because
there are some epic titles.

Take New Super Mario Bros. U
Deluxe. Instantly forgettable name,
but the one-stop shop for all your
2D Mario needs.

It is packed with content from the
core game to the New Super Luigi
U expansion as well as having a
few new features aimed at attracting

younger gamers. It now runs at
1080p which adds a shine to the
trademark Nintendo art style and
there is HD rumble support for the
Joy-cons.

And there is Toadette. She is new
and handles differently to the rest of
the cast. Slightly bizarrely, when she
picks up the new super crown
power, she turns into Princess
Peach. Odd.

However, she has the best air
control in the game and can float —
which is useful when you are
hunting for the three gold coins on
each level. She also has bounce-
backability — if you fall, she gives
you a second chance. Not that we

needed it . . . ever. No, not once. The
gameplay is classic Mario — run
from left to right trying not to get
hit and grabbing as many coins,
powers-up and bonuses as you can
while trying to beat the clock
and avoid countless enemies.

Add in standard platforming
fare like water and ice worlds
and a couple of surprise ones
and you know what’s in store.

Things really get interesting
in multiplayer mode — you and
three friends fight to get to the
end of the levels. Cue couch
comedy as you hit, pull and bump
each other off. Or you could help
each other. Yeah, right.

You can’t help but love the
charming art style, but the
soundtrack lets it all down. It

carries the vibe but, boy, does it
grate after a bit. There were a few
multiplayer hiccups — you have set
characters which means some of you
have to take easy mode figures and
handicaps others. That said, if you

are playing younger gamers,
that could be seen as a plus.

A few moves have also been
changed or removed from the
original game and that confuses
older gamers who thought they
knew what they were doing.

But that won’t stop you
smiling all the way through this.

There is lots to do for newcomers
although the old school might not
be so impressed.

It is still a gem. Classic 2D Mario.
HHHH
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NINTENDO’S 
ports of Wii U titles pol-
icy has had a shot in the
arm after it was revealed
New Super Mario Bros. U
Deluxe sold 25 per cent more
boxed copies during launch
week on the Switch than it did
on Wii U. That was enough to
top the games charts...and
follows the success of Super
Smash Bros. Ultimate, Mario
Tennis Aces and Mario Kart
8 Deluxe. Slight rider —
digital sales are not

included in the fig-
ures.

lTHE clock’s ticking on the
Resident Evil 2 Remake. The

hype train is at full speed as
Capcom revealed Hunk and Tofu will 
be included in the game. Both have 

previous — Hunk is a mercenary 
who has appeared throughout the 
series, while Tofu is . . . err . . . a 
lump of tofu with a knife.

Both will get short campaigns that

will unlock once you’ve completed 
the main game and certain goals.

If that wasn’t enough Resident 
Evil news, a one-shot demo is out 
now. You get a taster where you 

have 30 minutes to complete the 
task or die trying.

It’s a short but very sweet hint at 
what is coming. It will leave you
hungry for more.


